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Evolution from
TDM to AAX
Avid’s audio plug-ins architect DAVE TREMBLAY and
director of partnering programs ED GRAY recap the
genesis of plugging-in to Pro Tools.

P

lug-ins have played a major role in the development of Pro Tools and
at Avid we see our plug-in platform as a key technology that gives
customers a complete toolset to be as creative as they want with their
audio projects. The launch of Pro Tools 11 ushered in Avid Audio
eXtension (AAX), a new plug-in platform specifically designed for the demands
of 64-bit and HDX hardware. We’ve gone back to the drawing board and
replaced 20-year-old code, which has built-up layers of technical debt over time
that can cause confusion, bugs or problems. By starting out with new, clean
code we’ve set Pro Tools up for the future.
A TDM revolution — Before
plug-ins, there were far fewer
creative sound effects available
to audio professionals, so all
instruments used would have to
be physically recorded for each
specific requirement. If someone
wanted an obscure organ sound
or a vintage synth then it would
need to be tracked down and
recorded. The same process
applied to the creation of sound
effects, with Foley services an
additional cost to budget for. The emergence
of the DAW in the 1980s, with the launch
of software like Sound Designer — the first
incarnation of Pro Tools -– meant that software
engineers were able to design programs that
could take an audio input and process it with a
specific effect within the DAW to create a variety
of creative digital sound effects. Sound effects
could be recreated easily without the need to
always use Foley or a physical instrument.
However, this advance was tempered by the lack
of media management on the hard disk systems
of the day, meaning that users could only run
one plug-in at a time.
Digidesign, which merged with Avid in 1995,
solved this with the launch of Pro Tools 2.0
in 1993, which incorporated Time Division
Multiplexing (TDM) and revolutionised the plugin platform. TDM meant that you could put
multiple DSPs into the system, and provided a
system designed to allow third party effects to
run on the DSP processors for the first time. TDM plug-ins were the first real-time
effects to use DSP chips on an integrated ‘farm’ card for real-time processing.
They eclipsed the performance of Sound Designer and Sound Tools, which
provided non-destructive host-based processing in a 2-track application used for
stereo audio production and for sound design.
The advantage of plug-ins was that they allowed Digidesign to multiply
the processing and mixing capabilities of Pro Tools as well as bring effects
and instruments to the platform that they hadn’t had the capacity to develop
themselves. The original plug-ins released were Digidesign’s own creations and
included D-Verb, the DPP-1 pitch processing plug-in, and DINR (Digidesign
Intelligent Noise Reduction). They were soon followed by the first third-party
plug-in; Waves Q10 Paragraphic Equalizer, as well as plug-ins from Antares
(then known as Jupiter), Arboretum Systems and Focusrite.
As the platform grew, and more and more plug-ins became available, the
ability to insert such a wide variety of creative effects was one of the key things
that made Pro Tools so successful. It was revolutionary in that it allowed users
to actually do real editing within the DAW instead of using it purely as a mixer.
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RTAS and a new generation of plug-in — Since the introduction of TDM,
the plug-in specifications have been regularly upgraded and modernised, with
several landmark developments along the way. In 1997 Avid launched Pro Tools
4.0 and one of the key advancements in that version was the automation of
plug-in parameters and the integration of Sound Designer, a menu item within
the Pro Tools application for AudioSuite plug-ins. The AudioSuite format was
non-real-time and could be applied to the audio track, after which the effect
was saved out to disk so that it didn’t take up a lot of DSP or CPU horsepower
during mixing.
One of the biggest developments in the evolution of Pro Tools plug-ins came
with the release of Avid Pro Tools 5 in 1999 and the emergence of a new plug-in
format; Real-Time AudioSuite (RTAS). The big difference with RTAS was that it
brought host-based real-time effects processing to the application and paved the
way for a new generation of plug-ins. Because they did not require dedicated
DSP hardware, this meant lower-cost Pro Tools systems could be developed. The
trade off for having real-time speed however was a significant loss of processing
power from the host CPU.
Both formats were widely used, but the higher end of the market tended to
prefer TDM plug-ins because they relieved the amount of processing power from
the CPU, much like the gaming industry uses a graphics card. In the creation
space, however, a lot of the instruments and larger creative plug-ins tended to
be RTAS-based as the code was easier to write.
In terms of build, RTAS had a
similar code to TDM, but it actually
required a completely separate plug-in
so developers would generally start out
writing a TDM plug-in and would then
write the RTAS version afterwards.
Like TDM, it had similar weaknesses
in that it was developed for an early
version of Mac OS and was then ported
to Windows using a layer called Altura.
It was designed to fit neatly into the
Digidesign Audio Engine from many
years ago so didn’t scale well coming
into modern audio engine design.
In 2001, version 5.1 of Pro Tools
introduced multichannel surround
mixing and plug-ins from Avid and third
parties that were logical as surround
processors. These included
surround-orientated plug-ins
by Waves and Kind of Loud
Technologies, the company that
would later become Universal
Audio.
Pro Tools|HD and Pro
Tools|HD Accel — The next
major landmark for the plug-in
came in 2002 with the upgrading
of the hardware processing
on the professional Pro Tools
platform to Pro Tools|HD. This
new and enhanced processing
offered 96k and 192k-capable
I-O peripherals and raised the
bar for audio plug-in development, with third-parties now able to offer highsample rate processing for TDM and host-based platforms.
A year later, the processing of the chips and the hardware card were
multiplied with the introduction of Pro Tools|HD Accel, which opened the
door for a new generation of plug-ins. By this time, virtual instruments from
Native Instruments, Access and others were becoming staples on the Pro Tools
platform, and the Pro Tools application itself was enhanced to add MIDI features,
Beat Detective (to align audio signals between tracks), making plug-ins an
essential part of music creation within Pro Tools. Parallel to the evolution of
Pro Tools, Avid introduced the Venue Live Sound System and the D–Show live
sound console, whose processing was based around TDM plug-ins, opening up
a new market for developers in that space.
The transitions from Pro Tools|24 to Pro Tools|HD and then to Pro Tools|HD
Accel required significant co-operation from third-party plug-in developers.
Because it was not possible to create an adapter or ‘shell’ for them to make an
older plug-in load on a newer hardware platform, we needed to work closely
with them to explain the new memory maps.
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The move to 64-bit and AAX — When we started to think about Pro
Tools|HDX and 64-bit, one of the main stumbling blocks we faced was that
because both the TDM and RTAS plug-in formats had
lasted for such a long time, many of the older plugins had a lot of 32-bit-only code in them. It was also
difficult to take a TDM or RTAS plug-in and convert
it so that it would run on HDX. In terms of HDX,
we knew we wanted to provide new computational
resources that offer unique advantages over purely
native systems. We found that embedded DSP chips
were not only highly predictable (deterministic), they
were also well suited for very low buffer sizes, like
a single sample, and therefore addressed the weak
points of purely native-based systems.
In addition to 64-bit, there were also mobile,
multitouch and distributed systems to consider — for
any sort of longevity in a plug-in platform we had to
focus on portability and modularity. There were three
main goals when we started to think about designing
a new platform. First, it had to provide the ability
to target unique processors that give our customers the
resources they need. Second, we wanted plug-ins to be
able to support many different applications and hardware
platforms and, last, it needed to have the right amount of
modularity to enable technical innovation. The desire for
portability meant that most of the code written had to be easily
movable to new hardware and systems, unlike the old plug-in
formats that were directly tied to Pro Tools and not at all portable.
We got many plug-in developers on-board early in the design
process, taking feedback from them as well as from our own product
designers and engineering team to ensure we were all heading in the right
direction and that we weren’t creating too many hurdles for our customers.
The result of this process was the introduction of the AAX plug-in platform, a
completely overhauled modularised development platform that was co-designed
with the input we’d received from third parties. AAX is a floating-point processing
technology available for host-based systems (AAX Native) and for Avid’s Pro
Tools|HDX system (AAX DSP). The plan is to incorporate AAX technology into
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Avid’s range of future audio products, creating an environment in which third
party developers can deliver plug-ins for many Avid products, quickly and with
minimal porting work. During this time, the plugin community and Avid have continued to deliver
plug-in effects and instruments that represent new
sonic processes and take advantage of the immense
processing power of Pro Tools|HDX.
There are three primary reasons why we opted
for AAX over other formats like VST or Audio Units.
First, our plug-in framework has to be cross platform,
which rules out Audio Units. Second, we needed to
enable customers to have backwards and forwards
session compatibility. With our own format, we
could guarantee that the new AAX plug-ins would
be completely compatible with their older RTAS
and TDM counterparts, while VST is a different
plug-in spec, which wouldn’t have had compatible
settings or other saved data. Finally, AAX enables
us to innovate, as with the development of the HDX
system. And it’s not just for DSP systems; there are
several innovations in Pro Tools 11 that wouldn’t be possible with VST. A good
example of this is AAX Hybrid, a new type of plug-in for Pro Tools 11 that
allows a plug-in developer to use a low latency and a high latency
system simultaneously, giving developers a unique tool to create very
high performance plug-ins in certain circumstances.
Our plug-in platform is one of Avid’s key technologies. From
TDM to AudioSuite, RTAS and Pro Tools|HD through to Pro
Tools|HD Accel, we’ve continually tried to enhance
our plug-in technology to help our customers
keep pushing the boundaries. As with all
technologies however, there comes a point
when updating the existing infrastructure is
just not possible and a fresh start is needed. Technology
demanded the switch to 64-bit and HDX hardware, and rather than
approaching them separately with two separate transitions, we tackled them
both head-on in one major transition. Because of this we really believe that
we’ve engineered a platform that’s designed for long-term growth. n
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AAX your DAW
McDSP founder COLIN MCDOWELL explains what AAX
means to a plug-in developer and to the end user.

T

he release of Pro Tools 11 is a major milestone in the development of
the world’s premier digital audio workstation. Along with this release,
the new Avid plug-in format AAX (Avid Audio eXtension), will be the
only supported plug-in format moving forward in Pro Tools. Plug-in
manufacturers have been spending considerable time and engineering resources
porting to this new AAX format in anticipation of this ‘drop dead date’ for the
old RTAS and TDM specs. You might be asking yourself why on earth do we
need another [four-letter]-ing format from the chaps at that [four-letter]-ing
company? Is it any better? Are the actual benefits to the end user? Can’t we all
just get back to creating music for the listening public…?
Indeed, the last thing the world needs is another audio plug-in format but
considering the age of the RTAS and TDM specs (1996 for TDM, 1998 for
RTAS) you might conclude this change was overdue. Since the RTAS/TDM
original releases, computers have changed a bit (did you know Intel now makes
CPU chips for Apple?!). So when some of the engineering team at Avid started

to consider how the next generation of dedicated audio processing hardware
should operate, it was clear much change was needed.
How much change? A complete rewrite. Why? Look, let’s just say the RTAS/
TDM spec had a lot of baggage. That baggage slowed the development process,
limited creative options for plug-ins, and was not taking advantage of the latest
host computer power. The new AAX format is designed with today’s computers
in mind, offers plenty of development options, and looks to be around for a long
time to come.
What does the new AAX format offer the end user? Consider these features
of the AAX plug-in format:
• Support for host-based processing (Native) and dedicated hardware processing
(DSP)
• Floating-point processing (32-bit standard, 64-bit optionally)
• Native graphics support on Mac and Windows (plug-ins run more reliably
and faster)
• Support for sub-real-time bouncing (a nifty Pro Tools 11 feature)
• 64-bit OS support
• DSP chip sharing (for AAX DSP versions).
Clearly the AAX format has a lot going for the end user. Being able to support
host and DSP-based processing gives the user plenty of flexibility when it comes
to choosing their Pro Tools system. The improved fidelity of 32-bit (or 64-bit)
processing, faster graphic operation, and other features make for a mighty
compelling format.
How does it stack up on the developer side? I mentioned already it was a
complete rewrite for McDSP. Our algorithms could be ported directly, but the
user interface code and integration into a new plug-in format would be entirely
new code. There was also an opportunity to reoptimise algorithms for present
day computers and the new DSP running on the HDX hardware. Once these
factors were considered, McDSP opted to not just port over to AAX, but to take
advantage of the new features therein. What would those features be? Glad you
asked…
• Support for both AAX Native and AAX DSP formats (DSP version includes
chip sharing capabilities)
• Dual 32/64-bit support for Pro Tools 10/11
• 64-bit signal path internally
• Native graphics support on Mac and Windows
• Real-time control smoothing
• Algorithm support for signal levels above 0dB (no more clipping at 0dB).
McDSP AAX plug-ins are fully integrated into the Pro Tools DAW by being
available in AAX Native and AAX DSP versions. The McDSP Native V5 product
line includes support for the AAX Native plug-in format, and the McDSP HD V5
line includes support for the AAX Native and DSP plug-in formats. The McDSP
AAX DSP versions will also share DSP resources with McDSP, Avid, and other
third party plug-ins, for optimal DSP resource allocation.
McDSP AAX plug-ins will operate in both Pro Tools 10 (as 32-bit plug-ins)
and Pro Tools 11 (as 64-bit plug-ins). This dual 32-bit/64-bit support for McDSP
AAX plug-ins is included with the V5 upgrade.
In professional audio production, signal quality is paramount. Naturally then,
McDSP AAX plug-ins (DSP and Native) make the most of what is possible in Pro
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techniques for a supreme knob turning
experience.
The original TDM hardware had
one nasty problem — it clipped at
0dB. Many a carefully crafted mix
has been spoiled by the errant clip
event — golly you’d think there’d be
a better way! The new AAX format
(and HDX hardware) is the better way.
The increased dynamic range in this
completely floating-point-based system
should make you want to chuck your
TDM cards out the window. McDSP
AAX plug-ins (DSP and Native) take
full advantage of the floating-point
capabilities of HDX hardware (and host
processors), allowing operation well
above the 0dB limit. Just be sure to pull
things back at the master fader.
AAX support has been added to the
McDSP V5 product line at no additional
charge. That’s right — we completely
rewrote our code base and improved
our products, and the cost to the end
user is zero. For McDSP customers who
are not yet on V5, there is a modestly
priced upgrade path to V5. You can upgrade your HD,
Native, and even LE products to HD V5 or Native V5,
right from the online automated store at mcdsp.com.
There are also upgrades to bundles like Emerald Pack
V5, so be sure to check with us before you upgrade
if you are looking to add more McDSP plug-ins to
your collection.
Maybe the world doesn’t need another plug-in
format but AAX is here, it’s a good spec, and a certain plug-in company that
favours the colour green has tons of AAX plug-ins already available. Hope you
get back to creating music for the listening public soon. n

Tools 10 (and 11). Although the
new Pro Tools audio path is only
32 bits, audio within a McDSP
plug-in is processed at 64-bits of
precision to give the discerning
user a more accurate, dynamic
processing experience.
McDSP AAX plug-ins take
advantage of the latest in custom
user interface technology to provide
a fast, sleek look and feel to our
AAX plug-ins. New features include ‘dots on
the plots’ of our EQ plug-ins for graphical EQ
response control, and the ability to click and
drag any text field to update the control value.
Analogue gear, the holy grail of expensive
auxiliary studio equipment, has this nifty
capability of smoothing out control changes
such that zipper noise and other awful glitches
are reduced as much as possible. Heck, some
of these devices have circuits just for handling
even the most radical user-induced control
changes. McDSP AAX plug-ins use the same

AAX Plug-ins for Pro Tools
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Keeping up
with change
Ever since the dawn of the DAW revolution, Waves has been
at the forefront of in-the-box audio processing. Waves director of
pro audio product development AMIR VINCI shares his thoughts
on the past, present and future of plug-in processing.

T

he DNA of any plug-in is its digital signal processing algorithm. This
algorithm needs to be configured, packaged and executed; software plugins are a convenient platform by which to achieve these goals. Upon
its founding in 1992, Waves began creating algorithms for dedicated
hardware-based solutions running Motorola DSP56000 chips. While our
initial forays into audio
DSP were not yet plugins in the way they are
perceived today, they
comprised the same
algorithms that later
became the first Waves
plug-ins,
the
Q10
equalizer and the C1
compressor.
The first software
plug-in incarnations of
the Q10 and C1 were
developed for use with
the Digidesign Sound
Tools NuBuss card
and Sound Designer
software, a file-based
editor that introduced the concept of
non-destructive editing and offered
real-time preview of DSP algorithms
with CD-quality audio (a very big deal
at the time.) The Q10 and C1 marked
the first time third-party products were
used to expand and enhance the
capabilities of audio host software
from within the host itself. Controlled
by software graphic user interfaces
with multiple parameters accessible
from a single screen, these two plugins introduced an entirely new way
of visualising and controlling a
multitude of complex processing
parameters, in a manner that was
user-friendly and intuitive, and
laid the groundwork for audio
plug-ins as we know them today.
Following the Q10 and C1, in
1994 Waves introduced the L1
Ultramaximizer, which introduced
look-ahead peak limiting to
the audio world. Featuring a
deceptively simple set of controls,
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the L1 enabled engineers to achieve maximised levels without clipping by
simply lowering the threshold value. For many, the L1 was like magic, and it
became an instant hit.
As running multiple simultaneous plug-ins on the same DSP chip wasn’t
possible, each plug-in had to be set individually, then processing was applied
to the audio. You would then open the next plug-in and apply additional
processing, and so on. While Waves AudioTrack was the first channel strip
plug-in to offer EQ and dynamics processing, subsequent developments made
it possible to chain multiple plug-ins flexibly. This allowed real-time processing
using a complete mastering chain consisting of Q10, C1 and L1. With the
development and release of TrueVerb, Waves finally had a full set of ‘bread and
butter’ mixing tools, which were ideal for the emerging multitrack platforms of
the time and were embraced by forward-thinking audio engineers.
The next phase in Waves’ plug-in development was to make them more userfriendly and better looking. The Renaissance Compressor was the first in a series
of next-generation plug-ins that were inspired by actual hardware gear and
included, for the first time, elements of analogue modelling. Unlike its predecessor
the C1, which featured many different parameters and controls throughout its
various permutations, the Renaissance
Compressor was notable for its
comparatively minimalistic interface.
By combining powerful processing
together with usability, Waves helped
make mixing more accessible to
musicians and other non-engineers,
thereby democratising
the world of production.
The DAW revolution
was largely motivated
by cost-effectiveness
and
convenience;
inserting a processor on
an audio signal was a
long-established practice
in hardware, but the
convenience and speed
with which it could
be done in the digital
world (not to mention
the ability to instantiate multiples
of the same processor) certainly
were instrumental in the growing
popularity of the DAW as a viable,
professional recording platform.

resolution

Formats and acronyms —
The first plug-in format Waves
supported was Digidesign’s
DAE, which quickly turned into
TDM. This was followed
by Steinberg’s VST, the
first fully-fledged real-time
Native plug-in software
development kit (SDK).
Interestingly, VST was
first conceived as an SDK
for Steinberg Cubase host
software, not as a plugin architecture standard
for use by other host
manufacturers. However,
as the Steinberg SDK became more popular,
other host manufacturers figured out how to
host VST plug-ins, thus strengthening the VST
standard. VST also revolutionised the plug-in
world by offering the first dedicated platform
for software instruments, which has since been
widely adopted and has helped fuel an industry
of virtual synthesisers, samplers and the like.
The move to Native processing marked the
first time Waves needed to port the algorithms for
execution on a processor other than the Motorola
56K, but as our product line was quite modest
back then — about 10 plug-ins altogether — this
July/August 2013
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was seen as a considerable but not insurmountable challenge. However, such
an endeavour today, 20 years on, with almost 140 plug-ins in our line would be
quite a different story. Nowadays, in addition to VST, Waves supports a variety
of Native formats including RTAS, AU, Audio Suite and AAX (which should be
released by the time this issue hits the streets.)
DSP vs native — Dedicated DSP power is reserved for a specific type of
processing, and is dedicated to that type only. It doesn’t share its computational
resources with tasks like running OS services, graphics generation, network
management or virus protection. Therefore, despite being, in many ways, more
robust and faster responding than Native systems, dedicated DSP systems have
certain limitations, especially when it comes to real-time processing applications.
In contrast, Native CPU power is dedicated to do all the tasks required by
the OS (as mentioned above) as they are needed. Once the computational
load exceeds the CPU’s real-time capabilities, dropouts as well as other stability
and performance issues occur. However, if the required processing power is
sufficiently less than the maximum, Native systems can fulfil certain tasks
as efficiently (or more so) than dedicated systems. To cite one example, an
offline rendering of a mixdown can be generated
considerably faster; a 3-minute song, for instance, can
be transformed into a stereo file in just a few seconds.

Looking ahead, Waves anticipates the growing popularity of SoundGrid as
a plug-in processing standard, now more than ever since we’ve opened up
the platform to third-party developers. In terms of plug-ins themselves, we
look forward to expanding our portfolio of plug-ins based on our advanced
modelling techniques, such as our REDD console and the RS56 passive EQ
plug-ins, developed in association with Abbey Road Studios. Waves also
plans new products among our Signature Series plug-ins, which are created
in collaboration with leading producers and mixing engineers, such as Chris
Lord-Alge, Jack Joseph Puig, Tony Maserati, Eddie Kramer and, most recently,
Manny Marroquin. We are also planning several new additions to our new line
of electronic production tools for musicians, remixers and DJs, which debuted
last year with our Element analogue-style synthesiser virtual instrument. As
the lines between composer, performer, engineer and mixer become more
blurred with every passing year, Waves envisions growing demand for plugins that enable creative audio professionals to fulfil the full range of their
artistic needs.
As Waves sees it, the digital audio revolution is a never-ending, ongoing
process that continues to this day and we feel privileged to be a part of it. n

On the grid — Today, the computational capabilities
of off-the-shelf Intel CPUs meet or exceed that
of dedicated DSP chips. To take full advantage
of this, Waves developed the SoundGrid Audioover-Ethernet networking and processing platform.
SoundGrid combines the advantages of the Native
and DSP worlds into one modular and expandable
system. CPU processors are used as dedicated DSP
resources, housed in what Waves calls SoundGrid
DSP Servers, which run a custom Linux-based OS
and are dedicated solely to real-time audio processing.
As they are based on the same Intel architecture used
for Native processing, platform compatibility is easily
implemented. And with the added advantage of
networking, SoundGrid can accommodate routing and
resource sharing, processing hundreds of clock-locked
full-quality audio streams in real-time.
Additionally, since SoundGrid system components
(Cat6 cables, switches and servers) are massproduced, the platform is cost-effective, expandable
and upgradeable. While its physical components
evolve, SoundGrid’s basic protocols are here to stay
for the foreseeable future and will continue to benefit
from advancements in microprocessor technology.
When SoundGrid was introduced, it was initially
implemented on Yamaha mixing consoles via the
Waves WSG-Y16 mini-YGDAI card. Subsequently,
Waves partnered with Digico to offer integrated
SoundGrid systems across its line of SD series consoles,
and Allen & Heath released the M-Waves card for its
iLive and GLD mixing consoles. With the upcoming
release of MADI-to-SoundGrid interfaces, SoundGrid
will be available to users of all MADI-enabled consoles.
So while SoundGrid was initially launched for live
sound, from its inception, Waves realised its potential
as a comprehensive networking and processing
solution for the studio as well.
Enter DigiGrid — DigiGrid is a collaboration between
Waves and Digico, the manufacturer of live and
broadcast digital consoles. After the implementation of
SoundGrid for the Digico SD range of consoles, Digico
recognised the potential of SoundGrid, and set out
to create studio hardware based on the technology.
In addition to integrated networking capabilities,
upcoming DigiGrid studio solutions will include a
line of I-Os with world-class convertors, preamps,
headphone amplification, built-in DSP Servers and
network switches. With solutions aimed at users of
Native DAWs, Pro Tools and MADI-enabled consoles,
DigiGrid is poised to take plug-in processing to a
whole new level.
resolution
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Leap Motion promises 3D motion control in mid air.

U

ser interface design is easily one of the most challenging parts of our
work at iZotope. You might be tempted to think that the way software
looks is just superficial but building an interface for a complex software
tool like RX or Ozone is a battle. I won’t say that making software is
harder than making hardware, but you can think of software design as having
an opposite and equally difficult set of challenges. In hardware, limitations like
component cost and manufacturing processes can naturally drive you towards
simpler designs. With software, there just aren’t as many concrete limits as there
are for hardware. Computers today are dirt cheap, incredibly fast and commonly
come with gigantic monitors and this can lead to over-stuffed products that are
packed full of parameters, options, hidden right-click menus, tabs, tacked-on
features and redundant ways of doing things. Good software design is a constant
process of pruning unimportant details and managing complexity. Every control
and every meter in our products represents a series of interconnected decisions,
trade-offs and sometimes all-out debates about what is best for the user.
One recurring design debate here is whether it’s appropriate to use knobs
in a software interface. This might sound trivial, but it’s a subject that has led
to more than one heated argument over the years and goes right back to the
beginning. Founded in 2000, iZotope saw itself as a new generation of audio
company, one that wasn’t as interested in trying to model classic hardware
devices of the past but was instead driven to create something new. We’ve
always prided ourselves on finding software-native ways for our users to
interact with audio. For example, the first version of our mastering suite Ozone
featured something unique for its time: a parametric equaliser with node-based
controls superimposed over a spectrum analyzer. In our restoration suite, RX, we
built the application’s entire workflow around an interactive spectrogram. From
that perspective, using knobs in software felt like a crutch — a carryover from
a bygone hardware era.
Knob detractors here will tell you that, from a strict usability standpoint,
controlling a knob with a mouse is not nearly as natural as controlling a knob
with your hand. Do you move the mouse up and down? In a circular motion?
Instead, they say, we should use linear controls like sliders or draggable number
boxes that better suit the mouse.
Knob sympathisers have a different perspective. They will point out that
unlike boring number boxes, knobs let you see the current setting and the
range of possible settings — surely a usability win. And unlike slider controls,
knobs fit into nice tidy squares that give you lots of layout and grouping
options. This makes them ideal for layouts where many controls need to fit
into a limited space.
If you want to know my own personal opinion, knobs are not any less
appropriate for software than, say, a button. A software button is a design
metaphor. As with many elements of modern user interfaces, software buttons
use a culturally familiar idea borrowed from the physical world to imply what the
control does. Regardless of how realistic a software button looks (3D rendered
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Beyond knobs
What does the future hold for audio software interfaces?
NICK DIKA, product design director at iZotope, shares his thoughts.
or a more simple flat style) buttons represent a real-world object and action. By
contrast, a text hyperlink is not a metaphor, it is a software-native interaction.
Most users accept design metaphors without thinking too much about them,
which is exactly the point. In practice whether something is a knob or a slider
is a bit of a non-issue. When you’re using software like RX you are focused on
your own goals — once you understand how to use the controls hopefully they
will just disappear into the background as you focus on getting your work done.
The main problem I have with knobs in software is simply this: they are
deeply disappointing compared to the real thing. The more beautifully rendered
a knob is in software, the more I’m reminded that I can’t reach out and touch
the damn thing. If you’ve ever used a classic Sontec EQ, you know how
satisfying it is to reach out with two hands and turn those big dials in unison,
and you remember the satisfying clicking feeling as you step them to just the
right position. That is something that no software emulation can get right.
And to be honest, none of the control surfaces I’ve tried has come close to
that experience either.
So to me, the question of whether to use knobs in software is ultimately not
that important. The question should be, ‘how do we get the magic back?’ Now
that we do so much work in the box, how can we create software interfaces that
we can feel a real connection to?
From multimouse to multitouch — Ten-odd years ago at an AES I sat in on a
small, private room demo of a company that was trying to popularise the idea of
‘multi-mousing’. They had written some software that allowed you to attach two
mice to your computer so you could work with both hands simultaneously. As
you can imagine, this looked quite ridiculous but I tried the demo and damned if
there wasn’t something to it. You could reach out and move two sliders or turn
two knobs. This was of course years before multitouch devices like the iPad had
become ubiquitous. But it reminded me how, despite such amazing progress in
other areas of computing, we’ve grown to accept so much less interaction than
our hands are capable of.
Since then, multitouch screens have definitely brought us one step closer
to the immediacy of hardware. Going back to the Sontec example, we’re now
easily able to design interfaces where more than one knob can be turned
simultaneously. Rotating a circular control even feels a bit more natural on these
devices, giving some hope to the knob-lovers of the world. This kind of control
is already migrating from tablets to laptops and standard monitors. That’s a great
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Knobs are useful when space is tight but you still need to see the range of
controls.

control device that’s not much bigger than a matchbook and connects
via USB to your computer. Leap Motion’s creators call the device
‘remarkably accurate’, and the video demos on the website are
impressive. This technology is no doubt promising but the sceptic in me
still feels that something is missing. Will waving your hands around in
the air really give audio engineers the right kind of expressive control?
Or will it be like playing a Theremin when you really need a piano?
The idea of manipulating thin air feels very futuristic, but it remains to
be seen if it will be practical for audio engineers.

step forward, but touchscreens still
leave me feeling a bit disconnected. At
the last AES show, Slate Digital wowed
everyone (me included) with their
huge touchscreen console the Raven
MTX. It’s quite beautiful — you can’t
take your eyes off it. Unfortunately,
you literally can’t take your eyes off
of it. You have to stare at the screen
to know what you’re touching. That
to me represents the fundamental
shortcoming of all of today’s software
interfaces. Where is that satisfying click
of those Sontec knobs that lets you
know exactly where you are even if
you have your eyes closed?

Haptics — To me there is one missing piece that we still need
for touchscreens and mid-air gesturing before they will be able to
provide the kind of experience we miss about hardware. Tactile
feedback.
I found myself in a Microsoft store the other week, and was trying
out one of the new tablet computers. There was one tiny detail
that stood out to me as being important. When you touch the flat
Windows icon below the screen, it vibrates gently to let you know
it has registered your touch. This is just a hint of things to come.
Others have tried haptic feedback before — Logitech had a mouse
in 2000 called the iFeel. It flopped. The new generation of haptic
technologies is far more advanced and promising. For example,
Finnish company Senseg has built a new electrostatic technology
that can be incorporated directly into touchscreens. Essentially,
an object on the screen can have a texture as well as an image
Into the third dimension — Beyond
associated with it. Rough surfaces can feel rough, soft surfaces can
multitouch screens, there’s also a
feel soft. Controls’ edges can be discerned without turning an eye
new generation of devices expanding
to the device. This is potentially an important breakthrough for
gestural control into the 3rd dimension. Sliders can provide precise control with linear motion
software interfaces. Perhaps in a few years these kinds of screen will
Microsoft’s XBox Kinect has been that’s well suited to the mouse.
be standard equipment on computers and tablets. Then maybe we
around for years now, and uses cameras to interpret your movements and
can stop just talking about how software looks and also talk about how it feels.
translate them into actions. Even if you don’t have the slightest interest in video
We’re at an exciting crossroads for computer interface technology, and this is
games, it’s worth taking a look at the preview of the upcoming version of Kinect
great news for software developers like iZotope and our users. I hope that in the
which will ship with the Xbox One later this year — it’s amazing how smart
future we’ll be able to bring engineers tools that offer the wide-open possibilities
this technology is getting (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bydLSVVuaRM).
of software, but with a level of physical connection that rivals and surpasses
Another company, Leap Motion, is very close to releasing a precise 3d motion
today’s hardware. n
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Plug-in choices
Grimm Audio

Grimm Audio’s move into software has resulted in the LevelView
and LevelViewS real-time loudness meters based on the ‘Bendy
Meter’ concept of BBC Research. It gives the user continuous
insight into recent loudness levels of the programme material.
Additionally, all EBU and ATSC loudness descriptors are displayed,
and LevelView shows a histogram of the measured loudness
distribution. The RTAS/AU/VST plug-in automatically follows the
host DAW’s transport movements. LevelViewS is designed for
producers of short programme material, such as commercials,
catering to users who want a clear view of the most important
loudness parameters — namely, the Integrated, Short Term, and
Momentary loudness levels.
www.grimmaudio.com

FXpansion

FXpansion has been a foremost independent music software
developer since 1999. Maul, a multi-band distortion and toneshaping plug-in, represents its latest release, and is suited to all
music benefitting from powerful sound-sculpting capabilities from
subtle warming and loudness generation to shredding distortion
and creative experimental effects.

FXpansion has released its DCAM Dynamics bundle featuring
four plug-ins — namely, BusComp and ChanComp, providing
plug-in forms of two staples
of studio compression, plus
EnvShape (offering envelopestyle transient control) and Cross
Comp (frequency-selective
compression) — and Etch, a
versatile filtering effect based
on DCAS circuit-modelled
technology. All plug-ins are available for 32- and 64-bit Mac OS X
and Windows applications in VST, AU, and RTAS formats.
www.fxpansion.com
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Spotlight: PSP Audiowave
PSP is rolling out AAX. Recent releases include the handy PSP 2Meters
bundle, comprising two audio level measurement plug-ins — namely,
PSP VU2 (offering professional VU metering with accurate overload
indicators) and PSP PPM2 (providing professional European and BBC
PPM metering with accurate overload indicators), whose respective
parameters are widely adjustable to ensure that the plug-ins are suitable
for many applications. PSP SpringBox successfully emulates a hardware
spring reverberator in VST,
AU, AAX, and RTAS plugin formats for Mac OS X
and Windows. PSP Echo
effectively operates like a
combination of four mono
tape delays — two for the
initial ping-pong predelay
and two for the main
stereo echo, and comes
complete with a wide-ranging selection of useful presets. PSP BussPressor
combines the sound of classic VCA compression with wide tuning capabilities.
www.pspaudioware.com

Antares

Slate Digital

Auto-Tune corrects pitch
problems in vocals and
other solo instruments,
revolutionising the
audio industry upon
its 1997 launch. Today
Vocal Express represents
Antares’ latest release, a
bundle of five vocal
processing plug-ins
designed to make it
easy to create polishedsounding vocal tracks
— namely, Auto-Tune
EFX 2 (real-time AutoTune vocal effect and
pitch correction), PUNCH Evo (vocal impact enhancer), Duo Evo
(stereo vocal modelling auto-doubler), WARM (tube saturation
generator), and MUTATOR Evo (extreme vocal designer). Mac
(RTAS, VST, and AU) and PC (RTAS, VST) versions are available with
VST and AU versions operable in 64- and 32-bit modes. Vocal
Express authorisation requires an iLok USB smart key.
www.antarestech.com

Cakewalk

Cakewalk bills itself as being a developer of thoughtfully designed
products for the modern musician. Plug-ins play a part with
the company creating the CA-2A T-Type Levelling Amplifier
by modelling its 1960s-vintage tube compressor namesake.
Musicians, producers, and engineers can use this highly regarded
DSP technology in any VST- or AU-compatible DAW. According to
Cakewalk, the CA-2A is suitable for any audio material but excels
on vocal tracks to produce transparent musical results while
preserving dynamic performance. The CA-2A is also available on
the Rack Extension Store for Reason, Propellerhead’s complete
music making, music production, and recording software
solution. Meanwhile, Cakewalk has also modelled one of the
most sought-after studio compressors to create the PC2A T-Type
Levelling Amplifier Module for its SONAR X1 Producer Expanded’s
proprietary ProChannel console strip.
www.cakewalk.com
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Virtual Buss Compressors is the latest addition to the Analog Series
of plug-ins, comprising three modelled dynamic processors. These
are: FG4014, capable of compressing programme in a musical yet
transparent manner; FG8014, a hybrid model of a famous British
console compressor combined with the characteristics of another
famous British console compressor; and FG MU, modelled on the
Fairchild 670, but with the characteristics of two modern Vari
compressors added. All come complete with presets from top
mix engineers.
Vi r t u a l Ta p e
Machines is a tape
emulation plug-in.
Two machines were
modelled — a 2-inch
16-track from NRG
Recording and a 1/2inch 2-track from
H o w i e We i n b e r g
Mastering. All are available in VST, AU, and RTAS plug-in formats
for 32- and 64-bit Mac OS X and Windows applications.
www.slatedigital.com

Studio Devil
Studio Devil is a
virtual tube amplifier
processor based on
dynamic models of
vacuum tube preamps
and power stages. It
emulates the analogue
circuitry of a discrete,
class-A biased vacuum
tube preamp with
all of the associated
analogue circuitry, including the vacuum tube itself and the effects
of biasing resistors and capacitors, simulated.
www.studiodevil.com
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Universal Audio

Spotlight: Nugen Audio
The latest addition to the product range is ISL, an Inter-Sample
true peak limiter. ISL is a transparent look-ahead limiter designed
to allow users to get on with creative audio production while it
takes care of true peak compliance. It uses the standardised true
peak algorithms of ITU-R B.S. 1770 and related standards and is
suited to controlling audio for postproduction and broadcast.
ISL now offers AAX native support, as well as RTAS, AudioSuite,
VST, and AU plug-in formats for 32- and 64-bit Mac OS X and
Windows applications.
Nugen Audio and Dspecialists are collaborating on the
development of a software plug-in offering upmixing/
downmixing between stereo and 5.1 surround. The plug-in will
use patented Isostem technology that delivers a surround stem
that downmixes exactly to the original stereo.
Nugen will develop three versions of the plug-in: an upmix plug-in will provide upmix with flexible settings while the crossmix
plug-in provides upmix as well as downmix; a third version will provide the extended functionality available in the Isostem
expert model. The plug-ins will be AU/VST/RTAS/AAX-compatible.
‘These plug-ins will give audio professionals the tools to create a mix that works perfectly in stereo and 5.1 at the set-top
box, without any of the phase artefacts that often appear when 5.1 is collapsed down to stereo,’ said Jon Schorah, creative
director of Nugen.
Nugen’s MultiMonitor is a standalone software programme that enables users to monitor loudness on 16 different channels
at once. MultiMonitor software integrates with audio consoles to measure loudness in a variety of situations and is capable of
measuring up to 96 audio inputs in mono, stereo, or 5.1 in a single window.
www.nugenaudio.com

Zynaptiq

Zynaptiq has released several real-time plug-ins that support AU,
RTAS, AAX Native, and VST formats for Mac OS X and Windows.
Unfilter removes filtering effects, such as comb filtering, resonance,
or excessive equalisation — effectively linearising the frequency
response of signals automatically. Unchirp removes the most
objectionable artefacts associated with low bit-rate lossy encoding,
de-noising, and other processes operating in the frequency
domain — often referred to as chirping. Unveil allows attenuating
or boosting reverb components within a mixed signal of any
channel count, including mono sources, as well as modifying
contained reverb characteristics. Pitchmap allows melodies and
harmonies of mixed music to be changed by transforming them
to new ones played on a MIDI keyboard or by setting freely defined
target scales.
www.zynaptiq.com
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CEDAR Audio

CEDAR Audio is the world’s only company dedicated to audio
restoration and speech enhancement for film, post, TV, and radio
broadcast, CD and DVD mastering, libraries and archives, and
for audio forensic investigation. DNS One AAX is its Pro Tools
AAX Native-compatible dialogue noise suppressor, offering all
the power and audio quality of the Cambridgeshire company’s
dedicated hardware products. It makes unusable interviews
intelligible, saves huge costs in ADR, and has rescued dialogue
for countless movies.
DNS One AAX is controlled via the dedicated DNS Control System
software, and supports both AAX and AudioSuite, allowing users
to control as many instances
of the plug-in as the host
system can support, plus
up to 126 DNS2000 and/or
DNS3000 hardware units.
The DNS Control System is
cross-compatible between
DNS One AAX, the DNS2000
and the DNS3000, so users
can install DNS One AAX
alongside existing hardware units, creating sessions on one and
later, if required, recalling them on either of the others.
CEDAR Studio AAX suite allows you to eliminate a range of
common audio problems with each process selected from the
CEDAR Cambridge flagship workstation.
www.cedaraudio.com
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The UAD Powered Plug-Ins platform has had several notable
additions of late. Developed in close collaboration with Allen
Sides, Ocean Way Studios Plug-In combines elements of room,
microphone, and source
modelling so tracks sound
as if they were recorded
in Hollywood’s famous
Ocean Way Recording.
Featuring emulations of the
API 550A 3-Band and API
560 graphic EQs, API 500
Series Plug-In Collection is
endorsed by API and also
runs on UA’s Apollo HighResolution Audio Interface.
Teletronix LA-2A Classic
Leveler Collection provides
emulations of the Silver,
Grey, and original Teletronix
TL-2 hardware models and
also runs on Apollo. The
Shadow Hills Mastering

Compressor Plug-In was created by UAD Direct Development
Partner Brainworx and Shadow Hills Industries. UA has also closely
worked with Softube to port over its Vintage Amp Room, Metal
Amp Room, Bass Amp Room, and Acoustic Feedback Deluxe plugins to UAD, as well as releasing the Sonnox Oxford EQ plug-in for
the same proprietary platform.
www.uaudio.com

IK Multimedia
IK Multimedia recently made the collection of Orange amps and
cabinets that were originally part of its AmpliTube Custom Shop
available in the dedicated AmpliTube Orange plug-in package for
Mac/Windows DAW with native compatibility, 64-bit applications
and operating systems. This includes eight amp models (AD
200, Dual Terror, OR 50, Thunderverb 200, Tiny Terror, AD30TC,
Rockerverb 50, and OR 120) and nine matching, configurable
speaker cabinets.
www.ikmultimedia.com

Kush Audio
Having apparently received multiple requests for a software
version of its Clariphonic Dual-Channel Parallel Equaliser, designer
Gregory Scott was moved to comply. Like its analogue cousin,
Clariphonic DSP blends custom-tuned, high-frequency filters with
full-range audio to effortlessly open up the midrange and top end.
Clariphonic DSP is available in RTAS, AU, and VST plug-in formats
for Mac OS X and Windows.
www.thehouseofkush.com
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Waves

Recent releases include GEQ Graphic Equalizer, a full-featured
EQ plug-in with Classic, Modern mono, and stereo components,
including 30 ISO bands, plus high- and low-pass filters, a highprecision floating parametric EQ bell filter, and a real-time analyser.
The Manny Marroquin Signature Collection, featuring six hybrid
plug-ins is designed to replicate five-time Grammy award-winning
mix engineer Manny Marroquin’s workflow.

IR-Live is an impulse responsebased convolution plug-in
designed with the live sound
engineer in mind with real-time,
low-latency performance.
REDD meticulously recreates
the colour, character, and tonal
complexity of Abbey Road
Studios’ REDD.17 and REDD.37
consoles, custom-designed,
built by, and named after the
famed facility’s in-house Record
Engineering Development
Department.
The NS1 Noise Suppressor
differentiates between dialogue
and unwanted noise while
InPhase is a phase correction plugin for phase shift treatment, phase
alignment, and complex phase
manipulation tasks. The WLM
Loudness Meter is ITU-, EBU-, and
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Spotlight: Sonnox
Sonnox has released its Oxford EQ,
Dynamics, Inflator, TransMod and Limiter
in AAX and are compatible with Pro Tools
10. Updates are in final-stage development
for use with Pro Tools 11 (64-bit) and will be available soon and will be free of charge
to all Oxford AAX plug-in licence holders. Other Oxford AAX plug-ins are also in
development and will be introduced throughout 2013.
Sonnox has also worked with Fraunhofer
IIS on updating the Pro-Codec Plug-In
to V2 to enable engineers to use Apple’s
iTunes Plus codec for real-time auditioning,
making it a powerful time-saving tool to
efficiently mix directly for the ‘Mastered for iTunes’ programme, while continuing to
provide Fraunhofer implementations of all major MPEG codecs and lossless codecs.
www.sonnoxplugins.com

ATSC-compliant precision
loudness measurement
and metering for broadcast,
movie trailers, games,
packaged media, and more.
WLM offers foreground,
dialog and average
loudness measurements,
and an intelligent dialog
sensor detects and
measures speech. The plugin features mono, stereo and
5.1 components.
The NLS Non-Linear
Summing plug-in brings
users the analogue
summing sound of three
legendary consoles.
Created in association with
Mark ‘Spike’ Stent, Mike
Hedges and Yoad Nevo, NLS
captures the sound of the
SSL 4000G of Stent, the EMI
TG12345 Mk 4 of Hedges,
and the Neve 5116 custommade for Nevo.
Waves modelled more
than 100 individual channels in recreating the distinctive colour,
character, and behaviour of each input and summing bus amp.
www.waves.com

New features for its AAX plug-ins include 64-bit audio path doubleprecision processing, real-time control smoothing, operation
above 0dB, and DSP chip sharing with McDSP and non-McDSP
plug-ins. The HD V5 plug-ins have been configured to take
advantage of the processing power within the new Avid HDX
hardware; HDX owners will see gains in headroom and efficiency
while Native users will see improvements with the latest multicore
processors. The AAX DSP and Native plug-ins include Analog
Channel, CompressorBank, FilterBank, 6030 Ultimate Compressor,
4020 Retro EQ, 4030 Retro Compressor, and 4040 RetroLimiter.
www.mcdsp.com

Audio Ease

Neyrinck

Neyrinck’s range of surround sound and broadcast audio file
software is aimed at professionals working with DTS, Dolby
Digital, Dolby E, Dolby Pro Logic, and surround in Pro Tools, Logic
Pro, Final Cut Pro, Media Composer, and other applications. Its
SoundCode LtRt Tools is a suite of Pro Tools AAX Native, AAX DSP,
and AudioSuite plug-ins designed for postproduction studios,
TV mixers, video game mixers, and broadcasters that monitor or
deliver stereo downmixed and LtRt encoded audio compatible
with Pro Logic I and II decoders. It provides 7.1, 5.1, and LCRS
decoding so mixers can simulate consumer system playback
environments.
www.neyrinck.com
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Utrecht-based Dutch music and audio software developer Audio
Ease is best known for Altiverb, the most well-known convolution
reverb plug-in. The company continually releases new free impulse
responses for Altiverb 7, the latest including London’s Wembley
Stadium, sampled through the PA of the last Take That tour;
Auditorium de Dijon; and the King’s Chamber of the Great Pyramid
of Giza (Cheops). These new IRs contain spectral and temporal data
that allows them to be compared to others for Altiverb 7’s ‘show
similar sounding IRs’ button. All Altiverb 7 impulse responses come
in a new format, allowing single file downloads that include all
channel configurations, spectral data, 360 surround movies, and
textual tags for easier finding and sorting.
www.audioease.com
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iZotope

Spotlight: Fabfilter
FabFilter has been creating powerful audio plug-ins with superb sound quality
and innovative interfaces since 2002. Its two latest releases are FabFilter Pro-DS
and FabFilter Saturn. The former is an intelligent de-esser plug-in featuring vocal
sibilance detection, powerful processing options, and metering.
Interestingly, its newly-developed Single Voice algorithm has an ability to
separate sibilance from non-sibilance in individual vocal recordings without
t h e n e e d fo r co m p l ex
manual tuning, making the
de-esser very easy to set
up. Alternative Allround
detection implements a custom sidechain filter path, fine-tuned for de-essing
full mixes or high-frequency limiting of any material.
Meanwhile, FabFilter Saturn is a multiband distortion and saturation plug-in
featuring a wide variety of distortion styles — from subtle tape simulation to
full-on multiband guitar amp mayhem, combined with numerous modulation
options. All FabFilter plug-ins are available in 32- and 64-bit versions for Mac
OS X and Windows.
www.fabfilter.com

Avid
Avid has continued to
build its AAX plug-in
portfolio with the relatively
recent launch of its Pro
Series line, an all-new trio
that work with AAX DSP
and AAX Native systems,
including Pro Tools|HDX,
Pro Tools|HD Native, and
any system using Pro Tools
10 and higher software.
Pro Limiter is a transparentsounding limiter with EBU
R128 metering designed to
enable users to maximise
the loudness of any mix,
without distor tion or
harshness. Pro Compressor
is a compressor based on
the Avid System 5 console
and Channel Strip plug-in (which is bundled with Pro Tools 10
software), enabling users to shape sounds, enhance tracks, and

Cerberus Audio

Insight is a metering suite for postproduction and broadcast,
available in RTAS, AAX, AudioSuite, VST, VST3, AU, and DirectX
formats, and compatible with 32- and 64-bit hosts. Designed to
offer peace of mind and added security to audio engineers seeking
compliance with BS.1770 loudness standards, Insight is fully
compliant with all current loudness standards. Its interface features
five metering partitions: Spectrogram (detailed topographic map
of the audio stream in 2D or 3D), Spectrum Analyzer (real-time
frequency balance of the mix with Linear, Octave, and Critical
Band displays), Sound Field (real-time visualisation of spatial
activity), Levels (True Peak and Loudness meter monitoring), and
Loudness History (real-time or retrospective loudness visualisation
and inspection).
www.izotope.com

Celemony
Cerberus Audio was founded as a boutique mastering studio and
has expanded its remit to include software development. As such,
its Epoch Dynamic Comb Filter is an effect plug-in designed to
achieve unique tonal shifts as an alternative to traditional signal
processing such as equalisers and compressors.
Epoch applies this according to the dynamics of the programme
material — similar to how a compressor/gate works, but more
reactive to its input signal, thanks to a high-precision comb filter
employing a multiresolution FFT phase rotator and factional
sample delay — all regulated by a specifically designed dynamics
section.
Cerberus Audio also recently released the Ice9 Automute, a free
utility to protect speakers and ears from dangerously loud output
levels. It eliminates the hard click sound that straight muting/
un-muting can cause. Both plug-ins are available for Mac OS X and
Windows in VST, AU, and VST3 formats.
www.cerberusaudio.com

Famed for its Melodyne application that offers a musical approach
to audio editing, Celemony has made its ARA (Audio Random
Access) interface extension available to all software manufacturers
to allow for the improved integration of Melodyne and similar
plug-ins into DAWs.
As an extension of existing plug-in interfaces such as VST or
AU, ARA opens an additional channel of communication through
which the DAW and plug-in are able to exchange information
about audio files and their placement within a song, as well as
tempo, pitch, rhythm, and more. This enables the plug-in to work
much more efficiently while the DAW is able to take specific
advantage of the plug-in’s strengths as though it were part of
the DAW itself.
www.celemony.com

Flux

Plugin Alliance

breathe life into mixes. Pro Expander is also based on the Channel
Strip plug-in, giving mixes more energy with noise gate and signal
ducking features.
www.avid.com

Steinberg
The SLM 128 Loudness Meter is a VST 4 plug-in for Windows and
Mac OS X that offers EBU R 128-compliant loudness metering
within Cubase (6.5 or higher) and Nuendo (5 or higher) DAWs.
www.steinberg.net
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Plugin Alliance is a plug-in company currently comprising
Brainworx, Chandler Limited, CharterOak Acoustic Devices, NEVE
Custom Series 75, Elysia, Mäag Audio, Millennia Music & Media
Systems, Noveltech Audio, Pro Audio DSP, SPL, and Vertigo Sound.
Recent releases include: noveltech Vocal Enhancer, a native
version of Noveltech vocal processing plug-in; Dynamic Spectrum
Mapper V2, a Prismatic Compressor and Metering Limiter from Pro
Audio DSP; Brainworx’s bx_limiter low-latency limiter, bx_rockrack
Pro guitar amp, bx_stereomaker, and bx_saturator M/S multiband
saturator plug-ins; SPL De-Esser Collection; and Mäag Audio EQ4,
successfully modelling Mäag’s EQ4 one-channel, six-band EQ.
Plugin Alliance uses a proprietary licensing system (using a single
file to manage all licenses for activation on up to three computers)
-— clicking Activate when launching a new plug-in for the first
time downloads a new license file from the Plugin Alliance server. It
offers users freedom to transfer their licenses and plug-in installers
to a single USB flash drive.
www.plugin-alliance.com
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New to its plug-in stable is Sample Grabber, a standard DAW
plug-in for all common formats (VST, AU, RTAS, and TDM) for its
Pure Analyzer Essential standalone ITU-R, BS.1770/EBU R128compliant application (providing a range of analyser options
for audio analysis and measurement applications) that acquires
the source and response signals and sends the signal through a
network using the ZeroConf/Apple Bonjour protocol.
Epure V3 is designed to deliver the high quality equalisation
processing with up to eight channels of simultaneous processing
for multichannel/surround operations as well as four MD decoders/
encoders and up to eight internally routable groups for processing
multiple tiers from within a single plug-in instance.
Elixir V3 is a true peak multichannel limiter plug-in compliant
with ITU-R, BS.1770, and UBU R128, and up to eight channels of
simultaneous processing for surround/multichannel operation.
Both Epure V3 and Elixir V3 AAX Native/DSP support 32-bit
operation in Pro Tools 10 and 64-bit operation in Pro Tools 11.
www.fluxhome.com
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Eventide

Voxengo

Iosono

Eventide’s Harmonizer and broadcast delay technologies
revolutionised audio. The H3000 Factory Harmonizer Native plugin is a recreation of several algorithms from its H3000 hardware
namesake that combine pitch, delay, modulation, and filtering in
a modular interface. It features more than 450 presets, including
100 new artists presets and 100 presets from the original H3000.

Shinechilla is an experimental creative sound effect plug-in that
allows users to generate and blend 2nd, 3rd, and 4th harmonics
with the original dry sound. According to its creator, this harmonic
generation process is unique in the plug-in market on account of
producing almost no intermodulation distortion. Shinechilla is best
suited to solo instrument processing where it shines by producing
convincing, full-bodied harmonic colouration. Such harmonic
colouration can be added on top of the sound or saturate the
whole sound.
www.voxengo.com

Audio Damage

IOSONO is a provider of 3D audio solutions for cinemas, themed
entertainment locations, and live events and Anymix is a VST/
RTAS surround-mixing plug-in for Windows XP (SP2)/Vista/7 or
Mac OS X 10.6.2 or higher, described as the solution for creating
precise surround mixes. It offers features for individual panning
and upmixing and comes with a selection of up- and down-mix
preferences tailored to postproduction, broadcast, music, and
game sound design. The plug-in can be used to convert any input
setup from mono to 8.1 to any output format from stereo to 8.1
while its included surround panning mode offers extensive control
of channel positioning within the surround field.
www.iosono-sound.com

SoundToys

Blackhole is a reverberator that appeared in its earliest
incarnation in the DSP4000 and flagship H8000 processors.
Capable of producing huge spaces and ‘out-of-this-world’
soundscapes, more recently it was tuned, expanded, enhanced,
and released as the Eventide Space stompbox. Now it’s available
as a Native plug-in. Both plug-ins are available for Mac OS X and
Windows in AAX, VST, and AU plug-in formats. An iLok 2 USB smart
key is required.
www.eventide.com

Valhalla DSP

ValhallaVintageVerb from Valhalla DSP is billed as being a
postmodern reverb plug-in, inspired by the classic hardware
digital reverbs of the 1970s and 1980s. It features eight true
stereo algorithms (Concert Hall, Bright Hall, Plate, Room, Chamber,
Random Space, Chorus Space, and Ambience) and three colour
modes for dialling in the tone colour and artefacts of a specific
reverb era (1970s, 1980s, and Now).
Copy protection is conveniently based in a simple keyfile —
no dongle required, so the plug-in can be installed and used on
multiple computers. ValhallaVintageVerb is available for Mac OS X
(AU/AU64/VST/VST64/RTAS) and Windows (VST32/VST64/RTAS).
www.valhalladsp.com
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Billed by the developer as being, ‘…a complete Swiss army knife
for sonic troublemakers,’ Mangleverb is Audio Damage’s newest
multi-effect, combining a thick reverb, a filter, an envelope follower,
an LFO, and a VCA. Capable of many odd and useful effects, it can
be used as a filter, reverb, transient shaper, rhythmic gate, LPF gate,
tempo-synced VCA, or any combination thereof. Mangleverb is
available for 32- and 64-bit Windows and Mac OS X in AU and VST
plug-in formats.
www.audiodamage.com

Harrison Consoles
Nashvilleheadquartered
Harrison
manufactures
large -format
consoles but
more recently
announced
X To o l s f o r
Mixbus, a
new series
of plug-ins
derived from the company’s digital console software. The latest
additions are Mag Tape Simulation, which allows for a range of
tape effects — from the warm and punchy sound of a 70s feature
film to telephone answering machines; 2-Band Dialog Denoiser,
featuring two adaptive filters to dynamically filter out noise while
allowing clear dialogue to pass through undistorted; and 6-Band
Dialog Denoiser, with discrete bands for filtering out noise within
the bandwidth of the programme material —- for cleaning up
dialogue with a poor signal-to-noise ratio or other troublesome
noise-related issues. These new plug-ins are available in LV2 format,
compatible with Mixbus v2.3+.
www.harrisonconsoles.com

resolution

Radiator is a tube input channel with EQ, based on the vintage
Altec 1567A tube mixer. Featuring modelled bass and treble tone
controls from the original hardware, a mix control for parallel
processing, as well as the saturation and harmonic effects of the
input and output amplifiers, Radiator allows a range of authentic
tones to be created with just a few knobs — just like the real thing.
By way of a bonus, Radiator also includes Little Radiator, a
simpler single-stage tube preamp model based on the Altec 1566A
hardware. RTAS, AU, AudioSuite, and VST formats are all catered for
in the Mac OS X and Windows.
www.soundtoys.com
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PLUG-INS SUPPLEMENT

Plug-in milestones
If 1995 was the year of the DAW then the years that followed were surely the years of the plug-in. Not
only has a generic term for a software extension become synonymous with audio processing tools,
but in some cases they’ve changed how we work and what is possible. JON THORNTON
Waves L1 — Released
on an unsuspecting
public, the L1 was
one of the first of a
new generation of
dynamics processor,
and certainly the most
influential. Combining a deceptively simple user
interface and the then novel ability to ‘look ahead’
and the see the future (at least in terms of incoming
audio), it gave an unprecedented level of control over
audio peaks. While pushing it too hard could make
things sound very unpleasant very quickly, used
in moderation it’s still a powerful and effective tool
today. But when people realised that it could also
be used by anybody and their cat to make mixes
sound louder than the last fellah’s — well, the rest
is history…
Autotune — Success
at one level is when
the name of your
product becomes a
verb and in that sense
Dr Harold Hildebrand’s
invention has become
the Hoover of the
plug-in world. First
released in 1997, Autotune somewhat curiously
had its technical roots in seismic analysis, and you
could argue that its effect on recorded music has
been equally shaking. The ability to correct the pitch
of a sung note has courted controversy from the
Grammies to the X-Factor — the argument being that
it is somehow deceiving the listening public. There’s a
fine line between subtle correction and creative abuse
though, and since Cher’s 1988 hit Believe, the use of
Autotune as an all too obvious effect has become a
production staple in many genres.

Altiverb — Although the theory behind convolution
reverb has been around for decades, actually applying
it took a little longer. Early dedicated hardware
from the likes of Sony and Yamaha proved the
concept for those with deep enough pockets and
time on their hands to navigate some tortuous user
interfaces. Moore’s Law made it an inevitability
that the approach would migrate to the plug-in and
perhaps the earliest properly useful example was
Altiverb. Now in its seventh incarnation, an everexpanding library of impulse responses from around
the world coupled with easy tools for using your own
impulse responses keeps it up there with the best of its
type. And of course these days you can run more than
one instance without everything grinding to a halt…
July/August 2013

Crane Song Phoenix
— Pre-dating the
current crop of One
Knob plug-ins by some
years, Phoenix is the
brainchild of renowned
analogue guru Dave
Hill. Although slated
as a ‘tape simulator’,
in reality it offers
a complex blend of equalisation and dynamics
processing that helps add colour and character to a
sound with a simple choice of modes and a ‘more or
less’ control. The user interface is never going to win
any graphic design awards (even in the latest, version
2 incarnation), but at least you know that the design
effort has gone into the area that counts — the sound.
To my ears, it remains one of the most useful and
musical plugs around.
VocALign — I
remember
an
early demo of
VocALign being
one of those jawdropping moments
when you realise
that somebody has
produced a tool
that could save you (literally) weeks of time in the
studio. The concept is easy enough to understand
— analysis of any production dialogue spotted in a
DAW allows ADR lines to be ‘morphed’ to fit the same
overall energy pattern of the original, tightening up
any dodgy lipsync in an otherwise good performance.
Like all good tools though, it augments rather than
replaces talent and experience — witness those
dreadful American hair product commercials revoiced
in British accents. Lipsync tighter than a Bee Gee’s
pants, but still utterly unbelievable.
Oxford EQ — From the
very start of the plug-in
era the debate has raged
as to whether digitally
implemented EQ can
ever sound exactly like
its analogue equivalent.
This debate continues,
but most people agree
on one thing — you can have good and bad
implementations of both flavours and experience
and research are the keys to excellence in both.
And in the world of digital EQ you don’t get much
more experienced than Sonnox. From its early roots
as Oxford Digital in the 1980s and subsequently
Sony Oxford in the 1990s, this British team led
the development of the OXF-R3 digital console.
Seeing the potential for leveraging this work in the
emerging DAW market, the OXF-R3 EQ algorithm
was released for Pro Tools users in 2002 under the
Sony Oxford banner. It rapidly gained a reputation
for being one of the best sounding digital EQs on the
market — a position it maintains to this day under the
independently spun-out Sonnox brand.
resolution

Speed — With the
current crop of DAWs
we now take for
granted the ability
to manipulate audio
in terms of pitch,
time and speed with
minimal artefacts.
But it wasn’t always like that. Enter some ex-Eventide
designers and their new company Wave Mechanics.
Speed was one of their first products and for the first
time allowed quick and easy manipulation of speed,
pitch and time with a minimum of side-effects —
true remixer nirvana. While maybe not quite up to
the standards of current generation alternatives, it
remains a perfectly acceptable tool as part of the
rather lovely SoundToys bundle.
Melodyne DNA —
Celemony wasn’t first
to the party with pitch
correction software, but
rapidly became a force to
be reckoned with, due in
part at least to the clever
user-interface. But the
real breakthrough was DNA, or Direct Note Access.
Early announcements and product teasers had many
people checking the calendar to see whether it was
1 April, but the product moved from vapourware to
reality more or less on schedule. And there’s no doubt
that being able to tease apart and correct the pitch of
individual notes in polyphonic material is not just a
powerful tool; it verges on audio alchemy.
LMC-1 — Apocryphal
or not, our industry is
full of stories of happy
accidents. One of the
most famous is Hugh
Padgham’s accidental
audition of the studio
listen mic during a
recording session with Phil Collins. Coupled with the
characteristics of the dedicated compressor on the
SSL E Series (designed more to level out the listen
mic than for any notion of musical transparency)
and some hasty console modification to be able to
record the signal, the result was one of the most iconic
drum sounds of the 1980s. Fast forward decades and
the same compressor characteristics are available in
plug-in form with the SSL LMC-1. A great example
of recording folk-lore brought up to date, and best of
all it’s free!
CEDAR Audio Retouch
— While the vast majority
of
plug-ins
replicate
processes that existed in the
pre-DAW age, occasionally
you come across one,
such as Retouch, that
simply wouldn’t have
been imaginable in any
other context. Best described as Photoshop for
audio, it allows users to see sound represented as
a spectrogram over time. The clever bit is in using
this to identify specific elements (a distant car horn
intruding on an orchestral recording, for example)
and airbrush them out by replacing them with
characteristic sound interpolated from either side.
It’s supremely clever, incredibly powerful and shows
that the plug-in paradigm can be so much more than
simple emulation. n
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